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There is a growing consensus that it is important to distinguish a verb‟s inherent or 

“core” lexical semantics from the semantics associated with the grammatical structures in which 

the verb can occur (Goldberg, 1992, 1995; Jackendoff, 1997; Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 1998). 

Many theoretical arguments for this position have been offered(Goldberg 1995), and there have 

also been a few off-line experimental studies indicating the link between syntax and semantics as 

well (Goldwater & Markman, 2009; Kaschak & Glenberg, 2000).   For example, participants 

instructed to sort sentences by „overall meaning‟ were equally as likely to sort based on main 

verb(give) as they were by construction(ditransitive)(Bencini and Goldberg, 2000).   

However, there have yet to be any on-line experimental evidence that constructional 

meanings are accessed automatically, independently of the main verb. The present study 

provides just this evidence using a lexical decision task. In particular, we investigate whether 

skeletal syntactic forms prime: a) their highest frequency main verb, b) a lower-frequency main 

verb, and c) a semantically related verb that does not itself regularly occur in the construction. 

 

Constructions 

High 

frequency 

associate 

Low 

frequency 

associate 

Semantically 

related-non 

associate 

Ditransitive  Gave Handed Transferred 

Resultative Made Turned Transformed 

Caused-motion Put Placed Decorated 

Removal construction Took Removed Ousted 

Table 1: Experimental target words for each construction. The same target words were 

used following incongruent constructions to determine baseline RTs for each word. 

 

 Prime sentences were created using all nonsense open class words.  Nonse words were 

chosen randomly from a set of 75 forms that had the typical morphophonological form of verbs 

(25), nouns (25), or adjectives (25). Example sentences for each construction type are given in 

Table 2: 

 

Abstract construction Example 

Ditransitive: He/She   nonse-verb-ed   him/her  the nonse-noun. "He daxed her the jorp" 

Resultative: He/She   nonse-verb-ed   it nonse-adjective. "She jorped it miggy" 

Caused-

motion: He/She   nonse-verb-ed   it on the nonse-noun. "He lorped it on the molp" 

Removal:  He/She   nonse-verb-ed   it from him/her. "She vakoed it from her" 

Table 2: The four abstract phrasal constructions used as primes 

 

Participants were instructed to read the prime sentence aloud (2000ms), then respond as 

quickly as they possible to the target word which directly followed it (up to 1000ms), indicating 

via button press whether it was a word or a non-word.  Half of these target words were real, 

while half were non-words.   
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 Results demonstrate that reaction times to high frequency associated words after related 

constructions (e.g., give after the ditransitive) were decreased an average of 111 ms when 

compared with the same words after unrelated constructions (e.g., give after the removal 

construction).  RTs to lower frequency words (e.g., handed after the ditransitive) decreased an 

average of 77 ms, and semantically  related non-associates (e.g., transferred after the 

ditransitive) decreased an average of 59 ms (see table 3).   One-way ANOVAs found each of 

these three categories to be significant by subject: strong associate = F(1, 136) = 43.5, p < .001; 

weak associates = F(1, 153)= 21.7; p<.001; semantically related non-associates = F(1, 140) = 

6.9, p=.009.  However, considering each of these by item, we only find significant effects for 

strong (F(2, 7) = 125.8, p<.001), and weak associates (F(2, 7) = 7.2, p=.036).   Semantically 

related non-associates were not significant by item (F(2, 7) = 1.6, p=.25).  

 

Construction High frequency 

associate 

Low frequency 

associate 

Semantically 

related, non-

associate 

Ditransitive Gave 137 Handed 135 Transferred 106 

Resultative Made 86 Turned -35 Transformed -7 

Caused-motion Put 104 Placed 82 Decorated 6 

Removal Took 120 Removed 128 Ousted 132 

  Totals  111  77  59 

Table 3: Incongruent – Congruent reaction times for all target words, and their totals by 

category 

 

Associates were primed more than semantically related non-associates to the extent 

expected by previous studies (for overview see Lucas 2000).  At the same time, the priming for 

non-associates was statistically significant by subject, indicating that the abstract constructions 

primed corresponding semantically related words, even when those words rarely if ever occur in 

the constructions.  This provides evidence that the constructions, even when devoid of contentful 

open class words, evoke semantic representations. 
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